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Join us! Become the new Supporting Institution.

**Wednesday 26 April 2017**

10.15-11.00 Registration

14.00-14.45 Opening Chair: Caterina BALETTI | Carme MONTANER

Welcome

Alberto FERLenga, Rector, University IUAV of Venice
Meno Jan KRAAK, ICA President
Annick ANCEAUX, MAGIC Board
Evangelos LIVIERATOS, ICA Commission Chair

Keynote Speech

Georg GARTNER, ICA Past President, ICA Executive Committee

14.45-17.00 Session I Chair: Mátély GEDE | Eva NOVOTNA

14.45-15.00 SIMON R. Recogito 2: new developments in linked data annotation of maps and texts

15.00-15.15 BLACKLER A. Negroponte in the 14th century: a reconstruction integrating contemporary cartographic and documentary evidence with the archaeological record

15.15-15.30 KOZICA K. The map of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth by Andrzej Pograbka published in Venice in 1570 from the Niewodniczański Collection Imago Poloniae at the Royal Castle in Warsaw – Museum

16.15-16.30 REICHERT B. The Ing. Raseau manuscript large scale maps of Cyclades, a case of French military thematic cartography of late 16th century

16.30-16.45 COMBETI L., G. CAMASSI, G. GOTTARDI, M. MASSARO, M. VERNIER From historical maps to digital technologies: the visualisation of the archaeological heritage

End of working day

**Friday 28 April 2017**

08.30-10.30 Session VI Chair: Milan TALICH | Reins VÄVERS

08.30-08.45 GALLIA A. Mapping Italian small islands. Cartography and digital issues

08.45-09.00 KANZI R., K. WERTH, F. GENTILINI, S. MANGIAPANE The Agi ge Image map in 1:20736 scale of Leopoldo de Claricini-Domparche (1847)

09.00-09.15 KOUSSOUKAKOU A., Y. MITZIAS, I. ANDREANIDOU Mapping the city walls of Thessaloniki throughout time

09.15-09.30 HAVLICEK J. Map application about castles and chateaux in the Czech Republic

09.30-09.45 BITELLI G., R. CAMASSI, G. GATTÀ GIS and historical seismology: the case of the earthquake occurred in Italy in 1661

09.45-10.00 PANETTI T. Settlements and administrative units on old maps: a case study of semantic integration

10.00-10.15 BALLETTI L., G. GALEAZZO, C. GOTTARDI, M. MASSARO, M. VERNIER From historical maps to digital technologies: the visualisation of the archaeological heritage

10.15-10.30 Discussion

10.30-10.45 Coffee

10.45-12.45 Session III Chair: Rainer SIMON | Angeliki TSORLINI

10.45-11.00 ZENTAI L. A crypto-carto-philologists thoughts on cartographic heritage

11.00-11.15 VAN EGMOND M. A new online historical atlas: the Dutch Bosatlas digitized and annotated (1877-1937)

11.15-11.30 BLUNT N. The Cognita Project: a new digital approach to teaching with cartography at a secondary school

11.30-11.45 GALAMBOCS C., L. MAKÁDI, E. BODOR, B. PÉTERDI, Z. LANTOS, K. PALOTÁS From the depths of a drawer to Google Earth: digital exhibition of Hungarian fossils, minerals and decorative stones

11.45-12.00 SARIN P., N. ULUGTEKIN, R.N. CELIK, M. GEDE Database of maps in Turkish journals

12.00-12.15 BUCỌNORA P. The cartographic collection of the State Archive of Rome online: archival issues and digital models

12.15-12.30 JACKSON C. Against animal farm holism and 20th-century Constructivism: why cartographic heritage must start with preserving pixels

12.30-12.45 Discussion

12.45-13.00 BREAK

13.00-15.30 Session IV Chair: Andrea NANETTI | Tomasz PANECKI

13.00-13.45 GUARDUCCI A., G. TARCHI The first geodetic map of the Grand Duchy of Tuscany (scale 1:100000, approximately 1840): georeferencing and applied studies

13.45-14.00 TIMÁR G., C. GALAMBOCS, S. KVARTEIG, E. BISZAK, S. BARNYA, N. RUTHER Coordinate systems and georeference of Norwegian historical topographic maps

14.00-14.15 ABSHIRE C., D. GUSEV, S. STAFEYEF The fertile crescent in Ptolemy's "Geography": a new digital reconstruction for modern GIS tools

14.15-14.30 TALICH M. Digitizing of old maps and on-line tools for using them

14.30-14.45 CAJTHAML J., T. JANATA Correlation testing of Müller's map of Bohemia and the First Military Survey maps in the area of today's Czechia

14.45-15.00 TIMÁR G., B.P. KOCSIS, G. MOLNÁR, M. DELIGIOS, V. BAIIOCCHI, C. GALAMBOCS, E. BISZAK Hälsburg topographic cartography of the Italian peninsula in the first half of the 19th century

15.00-15.15 BALLETTI C., R. GIBIN, C. GOTTARDI, E. LIVIERATOS Preliminary numerical investigations on "Liber de Existenda Reriarum et Forma Mariae Nostrí Mediterranei"

15.15-15.30 Discussion

15.30-15.45 Coffee

15.45-17.30 Session V Chair: Marco van EGMOND | Giorgia GATTA

15.45-16.00 NOVOTNA E. The Czech portals for visualisation of cartographic culture heritage

16.00-16.15 BISZAK E., S. BISZAK, G. TIMÁR, D. NAGY, G. MOLNÁR Historiographic topographic and cadastral maps of Europe in spotlight – Evolution of the MAPIRE map portal

16.15-16.30 GUZAILSKÝTÉ E. Spatio-temporal dimensions of Christophor Columbus’s naming discourse through visualization

16.30-16.45 KEPKA VICHROVA M., R. FAILA, PÁHJÉK, M.KEPKA, O. DUDÁČEK, O. ČERBA, VCADA, W.ODNOR, IVONDRAČEK Peregrinus Silva Bohemica - cartographic and historical heritage along the ways of Silva Bohemica

16.45-17.00 PRIDAL P., J. VYKYDALOVA Web toolkit for old maps: georeferencing, research and feature extraction

17.00-17.15 Discussion

End of working day

**Saturday 29 April 2017**

08.30-10.00 Session VII Chair: Ian FOWLER | Caterina GOTTARDI

08.30-11.00 ANOYATIS-PLEU D., C. TSIAMIS, I. ATHANASOPoulos, C. BOUTOURA Topographic changes and public health: the case of the national anti-malaria campaign in Messolonghi lagoon, Greece (1950-1960)

11.00-11.15 PICARDI M., E. FRANZINI, L. ROMBAHI Cartographic history and coastal dynamics of the Apuan littoral in the modern and contemporary periods: the port of Marina di Carrara (Tuscany, Italy)

11.15-11.30 BERTACCHINI M. CartoHeritage and the “Culture of the Landscape” in the Modena area (Northern Italy)


11.45-12.00 SINCALCHI S. The value of the landscape in the individual and collective perception through the transformation of postal cartography

12.00-12.15 SPERTI L., S. CIPRANO, A. PAVEGGIO, E. DELPOZZO ATiunum: discovering a hidden municipium through GIS, historical research and new excavations

12.15-12.30 Discussion

12.30-13.15 BREAK

13.15-14.30 Session VIII Chair: Gabor TIMÁR | Dmitri GUSEV


13.45-14.00 BALLETTI C., C. GOTTARDI, E. LIVIERATOS Oval projections: the Italian 16th century cartographic innovation

14.00-14.15 GATTA M., Z. UNGVÁRI, G. NAGY Assessing the accuracy of photogrammetric reconstruction by comparison to laser scanned data

14.15-14.30 Discussion

14.30-15.00 Summary - Closing Chair: Evangelos LIVIERATOS | Carme MONTANER | Mátély GEDE

14.30-14.50 KRAK M.-J. Minard's flow maps redrawn

End of Conference